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Let's Get Digital...Digital...
The lame play on words to a good ol’ song lyric is what we are using
to announce this publication’s new delivery option. In an effort
to go-greener and de-clutter your counter space, we are offering a
fully digital version of the Cozy Newsletter as soon as each issue has
matured with content and has been perfectly aged! Simply supply
us with your name and e-mail address via this link: http://CorcoranHeating.com/Mailers and we will switch you over from print version.
If you prefer snail mail, do nothing and your “subscription” will remain as is. Of course, if you’d prefer being taken off any of our lists, let
us know (but we’ll miss you!).
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IMPORTANT & UNIQUE DATES:
1st National Girlfriend's Day
2nd Ice Cream Sandwich Day
The Cozy Newsletter Virtual Reality
Experience is in Beta and being
"heavily" tested...stay tuned...just
don't hold your breathe...

3rd Watermelon Day
4th International Beer Day
5th Work Like a Dog Day
6th Sister's Day
7th Forgiveness Day
9th Book Lover's Day

We hope all is well, that you have emerged from winter’s cocoon unscathed, and that you are out there
enjoying some beautiful weather. Have a GREAT rest of summer.

10th Lazy Day
11th Son and Daughter Day
12th Middle Child Day

Celebrate Family Fun Month - DIY Style

13th Left Hander's Day
14th Creamsicle Day

Family ranks higher than anything else. Knowing this, we recognize the importance of making
time to taking time with them.;
especially the kids who grow up
so fast. Why not show them, and
YOU, a bit of family fun as the
summer season is ramping down
with camps ending and school
just over the horizon. I found a
project on Pinterest which was
quick, cheap and easy for me –
and tons of fun for the boys. If
you can think of a good name for
it – I’m listening!
Here are directions for a kid-sized
car wash:
Materials Needed:
2 - 10' of 3/4" PVC piping
2 - 3/4" PVC Tees
info@CorcoranHeating.com

2 - 3/4" PVC 90s
3 - 3/4" PVC Caps
1 - 3/4" PVC female coupling
1 - 3/4" Threaded boiler drain
1 - Pack Landscaping Misters

on the amount of misters and
desired locations. Insert misters
according.

15th Relaxation Day
16th Tell a Joke Day
17th Thrift shop Day
18th Bad Poetry Day
19th Aviation Day
20th Radio Day

Tools:
1 - Measuring device
1 - Pen or pencil
1 - Saw or PVC cutter
1 - PVC cement (small can)
1 - Drill & 5/32" drill bit
PVC Cuts:
2 at 5 feet
1 at 4 feet
4 at 18 inches
Mark out a center line on the
2 - 5' pieces of pipe and 1- 4'
section. Space out and drill holes
along those lines for inserting the
misters. Base the number of holes

21st Senior Citizen's Day
22nd Be an Angel Day
Next glue two (2) 18" pieces on
either end of a Tee with the Tee
facing up. Insert the two (2) - 5'
pieces and the 4' piece overhead
using the two (2) 90 degree
fittings. Add your end caps to the

25th Ride the Wind Day
26th Kiss and Make Up
27th National Dog Day
28th Just Because Day
29th More Herbs, Less Salt Day
30th Eat Outside Day

MONTHLY AWARENESS:

Support Legs

»

Family Fun Month

»

Water Quality Awareness

»

National Golf Month

»

Peach Month

»

Romance Awareness Month
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Fighting the Floods Long After the Water Retreats...

legs and one boiler drain or hose
connection at the other end.
Let the glue dry, attach hose and
test! If all goes well it should look
like the featured photo! Feel free
to make your own improvements,
adjustments, features, hell you
could even connect a bunch of
these for a longer carwash.
For more ideas and examples use
your imagination or head over
to Pinterest and type in Kid Car
Wash where you’ll find an endless
display of projects made by people who sure are crafty.

Water. It’s a big positive, probably THE biggest, but also causes
chaos when it’s where it shouldn’t
be. Anyone who was impacted by
the recent heavy rain and flooding will tell you just how ruthless
and unforgiving water can be to
a home or business when these
vicious storms roll through.
Depending on the geographical lie, even those structures
which seemed well protected
with necessary precautions may
have ultimately stood no chance
against the water.

Sorry to be the bearer of bad
news; but it is true.

instrumental in assuring indoor
air quality.

That applies to the obvious damage, but what about the hidden?
The one element always left out
is what about the moisture which
may have become trapped and
was not detected or removed?
This will lead to mold. Don’t
worry. We have a very specific
solution to combat the formation
of such spores or other indoor air
quality containments created by
flooding.

As the cleanup and rebuilding
begins, a few inconvenient truths
emerge; the first being that if it
got wet in should be thrown out.
No amount of drying and trying
can save carpets, certain appliances, and furniture. According
to the National Insurance Advisory Board, appliances which
were submerged should not be
repaired but be replaced due to
the potential of future failure.

Our standard go-to is now, and
for the conceivable future, the air
purification products
offered by RGF. These
in-duct germicidal
eliminators have been
tested and proven to
kill mold and stop
further growth in its
tracks. This simple
device as well as others
developed by RGF are

Water can be unforgiving when
it enters, and often long after its
gone. At the end of the day we
want you to be aware of innovative products and researched
solutions designed to keep you,
your loved ones, guests or patrons safe. Don't worry, maintenance clients always get the best
price on these units, and they are
easily added to most forced air
applications. To learn more check
out https://CorcoranHeating.
com/filtration/ or just ask!

Contest Corner

Sudoku Break
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To solve a Sudoku, you only
need logic and patience.
No math is required.
Simply make sure that each
3x3 square region has a
number between 1-9 with
only one occurrence of
each number. Each column
and row of the large
grid may only have one
instance of 1-9.
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JUNE SOLUTION
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How to solve:
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Do you have a bare wall that
would be perfect for a new flat
screen TV? Or do you have an
itch to get out and feel the breeze
in your hair on the comfort of
two wheels and a little peddle
power? Well guess what, we have
the solution for you. Let me
explain. As a thank you to anyone
who refers us to friends or family
or takes the time to send us a
note about our crew, or even post
about us online we enter them
into a bi-annual client appreciation contest. We do not pester
you for referrals or make you give
us contact information, unless

you want to of course. If you are
ready to get entered at no cost
and no limit to entries head over
to the link below. Thanks and we
look forward to helping!

WINNER: Dale S.,

To learn more or to enter:
CorcoranHeating.com/testimonials/

info@CorcoranHeating.com
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C ooking Corn e r :

Spaghetti with Parsley Pesto
Ingredients:
 1 pound spaghetti
 Kosher salt
 1/2 cup unsalted, roasted
almonds
 4 cups (packed) fresh flatleaf parsley leaves
 3/4 cup chopped fresh
chives
 3/4 cup extra-virgin olive
oil
 1/2 cup finely grated Parmesan
 Freshly ground black pepper

Cook pasta in a large pot of boiling
salted water, stirring occasionally,
until al dente. Drain, reserving 2
cups pasta cooking liquid.
Meanwhile, pulse almonds in a
food processor until smooth. Add
parsley, chives, oil, and Parmesan;
process until smooth.
Season pesto with salt and pepper.
Toss pasta and pesto in a large
bowl, adding pasta cooking liquid

Summer’s almost over, and school
will soon begin. I looked at my
own family and realized that not
only is my sister a teacher, but
her son just married one and her
daughter has been dating another. One nephew’s wife’s a teacher
and another nephew is engaged
to an educator. Even closer to
home, Kathy is a graduate student
who someday may teach, and my
daughter in law, John’s wife, will
be heading back to her classroom
within a few weeks. Which
brings me to a story I just read.

I make kids work harder than
they ever thought they could. I
make a C+ student feel like the
Congressional Medal of Honor
winner. I make kids sit through
40 minutes of class time when
their parents can’t make them sit
for 5 minutes without an I POD,
game cube or movie rental. Do
you really want to know what I
make?”

The dinner guests were all
sitting around the table discussing life. One man, a CEO, decided to explain the problem with
education. He argued, “What’s
a kid got to learn from someone
who decided his best option in
life was to become a teacher?”

“I teach them how to write
and then I make them write,
because keyboarding isn’t everything.”

The teacher answered, “well,
CorcoranHeating.com
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Directions:

Tom’s Two Cents

To stress his point he asked
another guest, “You’re a teacher.
Be honest. What do you make?”

1st - 3rd

"I make kids wonder. I
make them question. I make
them apologize and mean it. I
make them take responsibility
for their own actions. “

“I make them read, read,
read. I make them show all their
work in math. They use their
brain, not the man-made calculator. I make my students from
other countries learn everything
they need to know about English
while preserving their unique

by 1/4-cupfuls until saucy. Season
with salt and pepper.
DO AHEAD: Pesto can be made 5
days ahead. Cover surface directly;
chill.
Courtesy: Bon Appetite'
cultural identity. I make my
classroom a place where all my
students feel safe and secure.”
“Finally, I make them understand that if they use the gifts
they’ve been given, work hard,
and follow their hearts, they can
succeed in life.”
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21 - 24

th

“Then, when people try to
judge me by what I make, I can
hold my head up high and pay
no attention because they are so
ignorant.
You want to know what I
make? I make a difference in all
your lives, educating your kids
and preparing them to become
CEO’s, and doctors, and engineers. What do you make, Mr.
CEO?”
His jaw dropped and he
went silent.
I hope you enjoyed that story as
much as I did. I took it as a timely reminder to thank our teachers, as well as thinking once again
not to judge a book by its cover.
'Til next time! - Tom

29 - 31
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th
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Left Hander Factoids:
• They hear speeches differently.
• Tend to be artistic.
• We tend to elect Lefties: Obama,
Clinton, George H.W. Bush,
Ford, Garfield, Truman,
Hoover, Rumor has it so was
Reagan prior to going to school.
• Southpaws are better at sports.
• Tend to be scardy cats.
• Easily embarrassed
• Have their own day 8-13-2017
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A D0G’S W0RLD
Hey everyone, Murphy here
this month to chat with all
you wonderful Cozy News
Readers just getting this
publication!
I am told I got the outside
cover so we could move
Grandpa Tom’s Two Cents
inside due to the excessive
rain and flooding we have
had.
Wow it is already August.
It seems like the summer
has flown by. As you can
see from the photo it
has been an enjoyable and
exhausting few months for

me. I have loved being able
to split my time between
going to the shop to help
out, and getting to stay
home and play with my
humans, Lindsey, Jack and
Nate, as they took the
summer by storm.
I am not kidding you when
I say that either. Both
boys are totally mobile, and
can move at a very fast
rate. Plus, they seem to be
increasing their speed on a
daily basis. Soon there is no
way I will be able to outrun
or hide. Oh well, I will enjoy
the chase, that is for sure!

Before I finish I wanted to leave you with one
PSA. The skunk population
in our area is very large
do to the mild winter. Be
sure to keep an eye on us
when we need to go out
late at night or early in the
morning. If you are unlucky
enough to get sprayed, like
I have been, make sure your
humans write down this
odor neutralizing formula!
1 - QT (32 oz) hydrogen
peroxide.
1/4 - Cup Baking Soda
1 - Tbsp dish soap
Mix into dispenser, wet
the pup, apply to the area,
and wash off to not dry
us out! Better yet, avoid,
avoid, avoid! …Murphy
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